
(where culture and technology intersect) 

THE 
DEVOPS
DIFFERENCE

Removing the barriers to innovation

Demand from customers for consistent application enhancement and optimal system performance is 
constantly increasing. One of the biggest obstacles along the path to meeting these demands is the siloed 
teams of development and IT operations. That’s why it’s more important than ever to adopt a collaborative 
DevOps approach that fosters the speed and innovation required to respond faster to market opportunities 
and end user requirements. 

Enable Enable collaboration that accelerates the business

Leveraging a customized DevOps approach enables a continuous integration and delivery culture to 
accelerate the deployment of new applications and services. With real-world expertise, Veristor can help 
you implement technology solutions and best practices that will yield agility, functionality, and innovation 
to speed  time to market and outpace the competition.

Integrate a custom DevOps approach and unlock your organization’s full potential.   
Visit forty8fiftylabs.com/devops/

www.forty8fiftylabs.com/devops


IT Automation
Provides a single language for best practices

across DevOps along with agentless automation.
This streamlines development, deployment, and
support processes, while optimizing application

performance.

Infrastructure as Code (IaC)
Enables you to utilize any code editor, check 
code into version control, and review files 
before deployment so you can codify your IT 
infrastructure to automate development, 
deployment, and support.

Automated Testing
Allows you to build out, organize, kick off, and
re-use automated test execution suites. You can
also tap into detailed reports to track test results

and pinpoint application defects.

Microservices & Containers
Streamlines complex application updates by 
accelerating the development of hundreds of 
containers composed as a single application.

Custom Development
and Integrations

Quick evaluations from our experts to identify
your needs and choose the right toolset to

develop fast, scalable software solutions that
are tailor made for your business.

End-to-End DevOps Planning
Delivers a comprehensive range of planning 
services such as readiness assessments and 
transformation gap analysis evaluations. This 
helps identify existing cultural, process, and 
technology gaps and outline a practical action 
plan with prioritiplan with prioritized recommendations.

Continuous Integration/
Continuous Deployment (or Delivery)

Makes it easy to code, manage, and collaborate
with distributed version control and continuous
release management. It also gives the ability to
track tasks through current, real-time visual data.

Cultural Realignment
Establishes a collaborative culture that 
learns together and changes together. 
This turns big business goals into 
smaller, more manageable pieces 
of work that the team can be 
susuccessful at delivering. 
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Working strategically at the intersection of development and IT operations

REAL-WORLD DEVOPS
SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES

Visit
forty8fiftylabs.com/devops
for more infomation

www.forty8fiftylabs.com/devops
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